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Overview freestanding SM
 Can be used in any place without problems, 
 even without a wall or ceiling.

Overview freestanding SM
 Freestanding stele, which can be easily and quickly 
 moved to the desired location at any time.

Overview freestanding

One of the most versatile components 

in a signage system is a stele that can 

be placed anywhere. They fulfil their 

task as an overview or distribution 

signpost as well as a carrier for event 

information wherever there are no 

walls. Temporary information, which 

is otherwise often presented as unat-

tractive provisional solutions, is given a 

professional framework.

SMA 20042 L SMA 20042 L SMA 20042 L SMA 20042 L

SM       stands for system sieben 

mobile info stele

SMA       Aluminium, lacquered

SME       Stainless steel, ground

200      Height in cm

  42      Width in cm

S       Silver anodized

L      Lacquered

Article description Construction Size Color system profiles

Overview panels do not always have to occupy large wall surfaces. In many cases, a 

free-standing information stele has a more discreet effect as a house overview and 

also takes on an object character.  

In the entrance hall next to an information counter, a slender column leaves enough 

space; next to self-supporting staircases or on glass lifts, it fulfils the function of a 

floor overview. Integrated schematic floor plans can facilitate orientation. 

 

Thanks to its versatility, the mobile info stele in system sieben is ideal for a house 

overview. The labelling with adhesive text allows the contents to be updated quickly 

and cost-effectively, while the continuous surfaces offer the advantage of free graphic 

design options. A modular design in which individual segments can be exchanged is 

also possible.
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Freestanding, mobile column 

Due to the width of 420 mm, it is also possible to integrate interchangeable modules 

for DIN A3 sheets in landscape format (technical description in the Variable Informa-

tion).  

 

The base plate unit made of powder-coated steel forms a centre of gravity that gives 

the element stability. Soles made of semi-rigid plastic provide safe scratch protection. 

For sensitive, smooth floors, a felt covering can be ordered at no extra charge.  
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